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Relative Heave Motion Responses of Floating Dual-Buoy
Wave Energy Converter in Waves
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Department of Ocean System Engineering, Jeju National University

Jeju-si, Jeju-do, Korea

The present study investigated the performance of a Wave Energy Converter (WEC) system using the relative heave motion
of a dual-buoy. In order to increase the conversion efficiency of a dual-buoy WEC, a multiple-resonance concept was used,
which is generated at the dual-buoy’s heave natural frequency and piston-mode natural frequency. The matched eigenfunction
expansion method (MEEM) was applied to obtain the analytical solution under the assumption of the linear potential theory.
To verify the validity of the analytical solution, systematic model tests were carried out in a 2D wave tank. If the dual-buoy
WEC is designed to be tuned at the heave natural frequency and piston-mode natural frequency, it is possible to maintain a
reasonably high relative heave motion response within a wide range of wave frequencies. This research will provide the key to
the improvement in energy extraction efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

There has been much research conducted regarding the per-
formance of the point absorber WEC since the 1970s. Most of
these preceding works were focused on converting wave energy
by utilizing its heave motion. Typically, it is either a single body
that generates energy by reacting against a fixed seabed frame,
or a multiple-body device that generates energy from the relative
heave motion between the two bodies. Electricity is generated by
the hydraulic power take-off system (PTO) or the Linear Electric
Generator (LEG) PTO. In the latter system, a floating body moves
within a fixed (or minimal heave) core structure, generating elec-
tricity by using the relative heave motion. In this case, either the
floating body or the core structure has to function as a magnet or
an amateur (coil) in a wet condition. It is well known that a point
absorber WEC in resonance with the incident wave will achieve an
increased relative heave motion amplitude and velocity, thereby
transferring more wave energy compared to a system operating
off resonance. Accordingly, many researchers in the renewable
wave energy field have been searching for ways to adequately
tune the WEC system to oscillate in resonance with the incoming
wave. These efforts have resulted in popular devices such as the
OPT PowerBuoy (Mekhiche et al., 2014), Wavebob (Weber et al.,
2009), and AquaBuoy (Weinstein et al., 2004). In particular, two
prototypes of the 40-kW OPT PowerBuoy were deployed: one in
Santona, Spain, in 2008 and the other in Oahu, Hawaii, in 2009.

According to the literature review, wave interactions with a
floating truncated vertical cylinder have been studied by a number
of researchers (e.g., Miles and Gilbert, 1968; Garrett, 1971; Budal
and Falnes, 1975; Tung, 1979; Yeung, 1981; McIver and Evans,
1984). The general linear hydrodynamic theory for a single heaving
body with a simple PTO was developed by Evans (1976), French
and Bracewell (1985), Berggren and Johansson (1992), and Falnes
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(2002). In order to solve the radiation problem of concentric dual
buoys, Mavrakos (2004) used the matched eigenfunction expansion
method (MEEM) to consider the interaction within a two-body
system. Wu et al. (2006) performed a similar study with a two-body
moving structure, but their analysis was restricted to the case where
the radius of the submerged cylinder is larger than or equal to that
of the floating one. More recently, some hydrodynamic results
have been reported in the studies of Chau and Yeung (2010) and
Cochet and Yeung (2012) for the UC Berkeley wave energy device.
Bae and Cho (2013) solved the diffraction and radiation problem
of a hollow circular cylinder by using MEEM and addressed the
hydrodynamic characteristics of a heaving hollow cylinder. The
actual PTO system with a linear electric generator with a floating
buoy and core structure has been investigated by Beatty et al.
(2008) and Elwood et al. (2009). It consists of a deep-draft spar and
an annular saucer-shaped buoy. The internal spar is taut-moored
to the seabed with a cable. The external annular buoy is free to
oscillate in the heave mode relative to the spar. The forces imposed
on the spar by the relative velocity of the two bodies are converted
into electricity by a permanent magnet linear generator.

The present conceptual design of a dual-buoy WEC is shown in
Fig. 1. The dual-buoy WEC is composed of a floating dual-buoy
and PTO (power take-off) system. The floating dual-buoy system
consists of a central inner buoy and a hollow-shaped outer buoy.
The outer buoy is moored to the seabed, while the inner buoy is
free to translate relative to the outer buoy. In a dual-buoy WEC
concept, the relative heaving velocity and force transferred between
the inner and outer buoy are used to extract energy from ocean
waves. To maximize the power extracted by the WEC system,
the relative motion between the dual buoys must be maximized.
In order to do so, the present WEC uses a multiple-resonance
concept. Conversion of the two buoys’ relative heaving motion
to electricity is achieved by using the PTO system with a linear
electric generator. The linear electric generator consists of a stack
of permanent magnets housed in the outer buoy, and an amateur
composed of copper coil and back iron in the inner buoy. As the
magnets translate relative to the copper coil, current is induced in
the coil due to the changing magnetic field.

The present study focuses on the determination of the wave
excitation forces and hydrodynamic forces (i.e., added mass and
radiation damping) of a dual-buoy with a single degree of freedom:
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Fig. 1 Rendering of a dual-buoy WEC general arrangement

heave oscillation. These forces will be used to calculate the relative
heave motion response of the dual-buoy WEC. The suggested
conceptual design of the dual-buoy WEC is shown in Fig. 1. It
is composed of an inner buoy and outer buoy. The inner buoy is
moved vertically along the guide shaft inside the hollow outer
buoy. There exist two kinds of resonant frequencies in the present
dual-buoy WEC system: one corresponds to the heave natural
frequency of each buoy, and another corresponds to the piston-mode
natural frequency in the interior fluid region between the inner
and outer buoys. To obtain the hydrodynamic forces (added mass,
radiation damping), MEEM based on the linear potential theory was
applied. The vertical wave exciting forces were determined from
the Haskind relation without solving the diffraction problem. To
verify the validity of the analytical solutions, systematic model tests
were carried out in a two-dimensional wave tank. As a result, a
good correlation between the experimental results and the analytical
solution was found.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND ANALYTICAL
SOLUTIONS

We considered the radiation of waves of a dual-buoy (inner
and outer buoy) WEC, with drafts d11 d2, floating in water of
uniform depth h. Under the assumption of the linear potential
theory, fluid velocity can be determined by the gradient of velocity
potential ê4r1 �1 z1 t5 with linear boundary conditions. Assuming
a harmonic motion of frequency �, the radiation potential can
be written as ê4r1 z1 t5= Re

{

−i�
∑2

j=1 �j�j4r1 z5e
−i�t

}

, where
�j corresponds to the complex heave motion amplitude of the
dual-buoy; j = 1 and j = 2 indicate the inner buoy and outer buoy,
respectively. In the present study, only the heave motion mode is
considered. Therefore, the radiation potential is a function of r
and z. The fluid region can be divided into four regions: regions
(I), (II), (III), and (IV), as shown in Fig. 2.

By the method of separation of variables, the velocity potential
in region (I), in which r ≥ a31 −h≤ z≤ 0, can be written as:

�
4I5
j 4r1 z5=

�
∑

n=0

Ajn

K0 4k1nr5

K0 4k1na35
f1n4z5 (1)

The eigenvalues k1n are the solutions of the dispersion equation
k1n tan k1nh= −�2/g, n≥ 0. In particular, k10 = −ik1 corresponds
to a propagating wave and n≥ 1 represents the evanescent waves.

Fig. 2 Definition sketch of a dual-buoy WEC

K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. The
eigenfunction f1n4z5 in region (I) is given by:

f1n4z5=N−1
1n cosk1n4z+h51

with 4N1n5
2
=

1
2

(

1 +
sin42k1nh5

2k1nh

)

(2)

and also satisfies the orthogonal relation 41/h5
∫ 0

−h
f1n4z5f1m4z5dz=

�nm, where �nm is the Kronecker delta function, defined by �nm =

1 if n=m, �nm = 0 if n 6=m.
The velocity potential in region (II), in which r and z fall in the

range of a2 ≤ r ≤ a31 −h≤ z≤ −d2, can be expressed by the sum
of particular and homogeneous solutions:

�
4II5
j 4r1 z5= �

4II5
Pj +

�
∑

n=0

�n
[

R4II5
n 4r5Bjn

+ R̃4II5
n 4r5B̃jn

]

cosk2n4z+h5 (3)

where �n is the Neumann’s symbol, defined by �0 = 1, �n = 2
n≥ 1, and

R4II5
n 4r5=

K04k2na25I04k2nr5−K04k2nr5I04k2na25

K04k2na25I04k2na35−K04k2na35I04k2na25
1

n= 011121 0 0 0

R̃4II5
n 4r5=

K04k2nr5I04k2na35−K04k2na35I04k2nr5

K04k2na25I04k2na35−K04k2na35I04k2na25

where k2n = n�/4h−d25 and I0 is the modified Bessel function
of the first kind. The solution that satisfies the inhomogeneous
body-boundary condition at the bottom surface of the outer buoy
(¡�4II5

Pj /¡z= 1, at z= −d21 a2 ≤ r ≤ a3) is given by the following
solution:

�
4II5
Pj 4r1 z5=

1
24h−d25

{

4z+h52
−

r2

2

}

�2j (4)

The velocity potential in region (III), where a1 ≤ r ≤ a21−h≤ z≤ 0,
can be written by the following equation:

�
4III5
j 4r1 z5=

�
∑

n=0

�n
{

R4III5
n 4r5Cjn + R̃4III5

n 4r5C̃jn

}

f1n4z51 (5)
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where

R4III5
n 4r5=

K04k1na15I04k1nr5−K04k1nr5I04k1na15

K04k1na15I04k1na25−K04k2na25I04k1na15

R̃4III5
n 4r5=

K04k1nr5I04k1na25−K04k1na25I04k1nr5

K04k1na15I04k1na25−K04k1na25I04k1na15

The velocity potential in region (IV) 40 ≤ r ≤ a11−h≤ z≤ −d15 is
given by:

�
4IV 5
j 4r1 z5= �

4IV 5
Pj +

�
∑

n=0

�nDjn

I0 4k4nr5

I0 4k4na15
cosk4n4z+h5 (6)

where k4n = n�/4h−d15, n= 011121 0 0 0
The particular solution satisfying the inhomogeneous body-

boundary condition at the bottom surface of the inner buoy
(¡�4IV 5

Pj /¡z= 1, at z= −d110 ≤ r ≤ a1) is given by:

�
4IV 5
Pj 4r1 z5=

1
24h−d15

{

4z+h52
−

r2

2

}

�1j (7)

To find the unknown coefficients 4Ajn1Bjn1 B̃jn1Cjn1 C̃jn1Djn5 in
Eqs. 1, 3, 5, and 6, respectively, the velocity potential in each region
must be matched at the vertical boundaries r = ak1 4k= 112135
by the matching boundary condition, i.e., �j and ¡�j/¡r are
continuous across r = ak.

�
4I5
j =�

4II5
j 1 r = a31 −h≤ z≤ −d2 (8)

�
4II5
j =�

4III5
j 1 r = a21 −h≤ z≤ −d2 (9)

�
4III5
j =�

4IV 5
j 1 r = a11 −h≤ z≤ −d1 (10)

¡�
4I5
j /¡r = ¡�

4II5
j /¡r1 r = a31 −h≤ z≤ −d2 (11)

¡�
4II5
j /¡r = ¡�

4III5
j /¡r1 r = a21 −h≤ z≤ −d2 (12)

¡�
4III5
j /¡r = ¡�

4IV 5
j /¡r1 r = a11 −h≤ z≤ −d1 (13)

The conditions for continuity of the velocity potential at r =

ak1 4k = 112135 are expressed by Eqs. 8 to 10. After Eqs. 1, 3, 5,
and 6 are substituted into Eqs. 8 to 10, then both sides of Eqs. 8
and 9 are multiplied by 8cosk2m4z+h5/4h−d251 m= 011121 0 0 09
and likewise Eq. 10 by 8cosk4m4z+h5/4h−d151 m= 011121 0 0 09.
Next, the resulting expressions are integrated with their regions of
validity by using the orthogonal relation of the vertical eigenfunc-
tions of each region. Through this process, the following sets of
equations, which relate the unknown coefficients of adjacent fluid
regions, can be obtained:

Bjm =

�
∑

n=0

AjnGmn + g
4I5
jm (14)

B̃jm =

�
∑

n=0

CjnGmn + g
4II5
jm (15)

Djm =

�
∑

n=0

C̃jnHmn + g
4IV 5
jm 0 for m= 011121 0 0 0 (16)

where

Gmn =
1

h−d2

∫ −d2

−h
f1n4z5 cosk2m4z+h5dz

Hmn =
1

h−d1

∫ −d1

−h
f1n4z5 cosk4m4z+h5dz

g
4I5
jm = −

1
h−d2

∫ −d2

−h
�

4II5
Pj 4a31 z5 cosk2m4z+h5dz

g
4II5
jm = −

1
h−d2

∫ −d2

−h
�

4II5
Pj 4a21 z5 cosk2m4z+h5dz

g
4IV 5
jm = −

1
h−d1

∫ −d1

−h
�

4IV 5
Pj 4a11 z5 cosk4m4z+h5dz

Here, two remaining conditions should be satisfied. The first is for
the continuity of the radial velocity at r = ak1 4k = 112135, which is
expressed respectively in Eqs. 11 to 13. The second are the no-flux
conditions at the side wall of each buoy. By substituting Eqs. 1, 3,
5, and 6 into Eqs. 11 to 13, multiplying both sides of Eqs. 11 to 13
by the function 8f1m4z51 m= 011121 0 0 09, and integrating over the
regions of validity, we can obtain the following sets of equations:

Ajmqm = h
4I5
jm +

�
∑

n=0

�n
{

W 4II5
n 4a35Bjn + W̃ 4II5

n 4a35B̃jn

}

Gnm (17)

W 4III5
m 4a25Cjm + W̃ 4III5

m 4a25C̃jm

= h
4II5
jm +

�
∑

n=0

�n
{

W 4II5
n 4a25Bjn + W̃ 4II5

n 4a25B̃jn

}

Gnm (18)

W 4III5
m 4a15Cjm + W̃ 4III5

m 4a15C̃jm = h
4III5
jm +

�
∑

n=0

�npnDjnGnm (19)

where

qn =
k1nhK

′
04k1na35

K04k1na35

W 4II5
n 4r5= k2n4h−d25

¡R
4II5
n 4r5

¡r

W̃ 4II5
n 4r5= k2n4h−d25

¡R̃
4II5
n 4r5

¡r

W 4III5
n 4r5= k1nh

¡R
4III5
n 4r5

¡r

W̃ 4III5
n 4r5= k1nh

¡R̃
4III5
n 4r5

¡r

pn =











01 n= 0

k4n4h−d15I
′
04k4na15

I04k4na15
1 n≥ 1

h
4I5
jm = −a3G0m

�2j

2
1 h

4II5
jm = −a2G0m

�2j

2
1 h

4III5
jm = −a1H0m

�1j

2

If we substitute Eqs. 14 to 16 into Eqs. 17 to 19 by eliminating the
unknown coefficients Bjn1 B̃jn1Djn, and taking the first N terms
in the infinite series, we can obtain the simultaneous algebraic
equations regarding the unknown coefficients Ajn1Cjn1 C̃jn for the
given integer j = 112.

qmAjm +

N
∑

k=0

F
41115
mk Ajk +

N
∑

k=0

F
41125
mk Cjk = h

4I5
jm +X

4I5
jm (20)

N
∑

k=0

F
42115
mk Ajk +W 4II5

m 4a25Cjm +

N
∑

k=0

F
42125
mk Cjk + W̃ 4II5

m 4a25C̃jm

= h
4II5
jm +X

4II5
jm (21)

W 4III5
m 4a15Cjm + W̃ 4III5

m 4a15Cjm +

N
∑

k=0

F
43135
mk C̃jk

= h
4III5
jm +X

4III5
jm (22)
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where

F
41115
mk = −

N
∑

n=0

�nW
4II5
n 4a35GnkGnm

F
41125
mk = −

N
∑

n=0

�nW̃
4II5
n 4a35GnkGnm

F
42115
mk = −

N
∑

n=0

�nW
4II5
n 4a25GnkGnm

F
42125
mk = −

N
∑

n=0

�nW̃
4II5
n 4a25GnkGnm

F
43135
mk = −

N
∑

n=0

�npnHnkHnm

X
4I5
jm =

N
∑

n=0

�n

{

W 4II5
n 4a35g

4I5
jn + W̃ 4II5

n 4a35g
4II5
jn

}

Gnm

X
4II5
jm =

N
∑

n=0

�n

{

W 4II5
n 4a25g

4I5
jn + W̃ 4II5

n 4a25g
4II5
jn

}

Gnm

X
4III5
jm =

N
∑

n=0

�npng
4III5
jn Hnm

The remaining unknown coefficients Bjn, B̃jn, and Djn can be
readily obtained from Eqs. 14 to 16.

The hydrodynamic vertical forces acting on the inner buoy by
the oscillation of each buoy 4j = 1125 are obtained by integrating
the pressure over the bottom surface of the inner buoy.

f R
1j = 2���2�j

∫ a1

0
r�

4IV 5
j 4r1−d15dr (23)

Through a similar process, the hydrodynamic vertical force on the
outer buoy by each heaving buoy can be obtained by:

f R
2j = 2���2�j

∫ a3

a2

r�
4II5
j 4r1−d25dr (24)

It is convenient to further decompose the hydrodynamic forces
into real and imaginary parts. The real part 4�ij5 is the added
masses, and the imaginary part 4�ij5 is termed the radiation damping
coefficient.

f R
1j = 4�2�1j + i��1j5�j

f R
2j = 4�2�2j + i��2j5�j 4j = 1125 (25)

Using the Haskind relation, we can obtain the approximate solution
for the vertical wave exciting forces 4F D

i =ARe8f D
i e−i�t95 where

A is the incident wave amplitude.

f D
i = −

∫∫

S�

(

�I

¡�j

¡n
−�j

¡�I

¡n

)

dS = −4i��k−1
1 CgAi1

i = 112 (26)

where �I is the incident wave potential,

Cg =
�

2k1

(

1 +
2k1h

sinh42k1h5

)

is the group velocity, and

Ai =
cosh 4k1h5Ai0

H
415
0 4k1a35N10

represents the radiated wave amplitude in the far-field caused by
the heaving buoy i = 112. Equation 26 indicates that the vertical
wave exciting force is proportional to the amplitude of the waves
radiated by the forced heave motion of the floating body.

EQUATION OF MOTION

The dynamic responses of a dual-buoy WEC can be calculated
through solving the equation of motion for a two-body system. These
equations include the hydrostatic restoring force, the hydrodynamic
forces, and the wave exciting forces. This can be expressed in a
matrix form as:

(

−6M7�2
− i�6B7+ 6K7

)

6�7=A6f D7 (27)

where 6�7= 4�11 �25
T and 6f D7= 4f D

1 1 f D
2 5T are both vectors, each

containing motion responses and wave exciting forces, respectively.
The mass matrix 6M7 and hydrostatic restoring force matrix 6K7

may be written as:

6M7=

[

m1 +�114�5 �124�5

�214�5 m2 +�224�5

]

6K7=

[

�gS1 0

0 �gS2

]

(28)

Fig. 3 Configuration of experimental set-up

Fig. 4 Photograph of a dual-buoy WEC experimental model in 2D
wave tank

Item Draft (m) Radius (m) Damping factor 4�5

Inner buoy d1 = 0029 a1 = 00037 0.031
d1 = 0040 0.035

Outer buoy d2 = 0035 a2 = 0005 0.053
a3 = 001

Table 1 Damping factors from free-decay test for heave mode
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Fig. 5 Comparison of nondimensional added masses and radiation damping coefficients with results from Mavrakos (2004) as a function of
k1a3 for h/a1 = 500, d1/a1 = 204, a2/a1 = 104, a3/a1 = 206, and d2/a1 = 204

In the above matrices, m1 = ��a2
1d11 m2 = ��4a2

3 −a2
25d2 and S1,

S2 are the masses and the water-plane areas of an inner buoy and
outer buoy, respectively. �ij4�5 are the frequency-dependent added
masses.

The damping matrix 6B7 may be given by:

6B7=

[

�114�5+ bv1 �124�5
�214�5 �224�5+ bv2

]

(29)

where �ij4�5 are the frequency-dependent radiation damping
coefficients and bvi4i = 1125 are the viscous damping coefficients
for each buoy. The viscous damping coefficients can be obtained by
using bvi = 2�i�gSi/�Ni − �ii4�Ni5, where �Ni is the undamped
natural frequency and �i is the nondimensional damping factor,
which is determined from a free-decay test with a model in still
water.
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EXPERIMENTS

In order to compare the experimental results with analytical
solutions, a model test was conducted in a two-dimensional wave
tank at Jeju National University. The length and width of the wave
tank are 20 m and 0.8 m, respectively, and the depth of the water is
0.6 m. At one end of the tank, a piston-type wave maker, which can
generate both regular and irregular waves, was installed. A wave
absorber was installed at the other end to reduce the reflected wave
effect. The experimental model made from acrylic materials was
placed 8.6 m away from the wave maker. To ensure both the stability
of the model’s position from the drift force and the unhindered
motion (surge, heave, pitch) of the model, four soft springs were
attached between the outer buoy’s center of gravity and the tank’s
bottom floor. A capacity-type wave gauge was installed at the
position 3.4 m from a wavemaker to measure the incident waves. In
order to measure the heave motion of each buoy, two accelerometers
(AS-1GB) were attached at the center of gravity. Figure 3 shows
the configuration of the wave gauge and experimental model. The
model test was conducted without a PTO system. In a regular wave
test, the frequency range of 400 rad/s ≤�≤ 600 rad/s was selected,
which includes the heave natural frequencies of the two buoys and
the piston-mode natural frequency of the interior fluid. The range of
wave steepness was from 0.009 to 0.015, according to the wave
amplitudes. Figure 4 shows a photograph of a dual-buoy WEC
model installed in a two-dimensional wave tank.

The specific characteristics of the experimental model are listed
in Table 1. Two different inner buoys’ drafts 4d15 are used in our
experiment. The shorter one 4d1 = 0029 m5 is totally surrounded
by an outer buoy. The damping factors 4�5, determined through
the free-decay test for heave mode, are also shown in Table 1.
The heave natural frequencies of the inner and outer buoys can
be obtained from Eq. 30, and the piston-mode natural frequency
of the internal fluid can be calculated by Eq. 31, as proposed by
Fukuda (1977).

�Ni =

√

�gSi
mi +�ii

1 i = 112 (30)

�Nf =

√

g

d2 + 0041
√

Sf
(31)

ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The present analytical solutions are compared with those of
Mavrakos (2004) in Fig. 5. The nondimensional added masses
4�ij/�a

3
35 and radiation damping coefficients 4�ij/��a

3
35 are

depicted as a function of the dimensionless wave number k1a3 for
fixed values of h/a1 = 500, d1/a1 = 204, a2/a1 = 104, a3/a1 = 206,
and d2/a1 = 204. The comparison shows a meaningfully strong
agreement. The number of eigenfunctions used in this calculation
4N = 505 gives sufficient accuracy. Therefore, N = 50 is selected
for the ensuring calculations. In particular, the value of nondimen-
sional added masses drops suddenly from the peak to a negative
value, and damping coefficients reach peak value at k1a3 = 009.
This interesting phenomenon occurs when the heaving dual buoys
excite local hydrodynamic resonance in the interior fluid region. As
a result, the free surface of the interior fluid region uniformly rises
and falls at the resonant frequency. This mode of oscillation is
called the Helmholtz mode or piston mode.

Figures 6 and 7 provide the analytical results of added masses
and radiation damping coefficients for the experimental model. The
solid line indicates the inner buoy’s hydrodynamic forces (added
mass and radiation damping coefficient), while the dashed line

Fig. 6 Added mass of inner and outer buoys for different drafts of
inner buoy

denotes the hydrodynamic forces of the outer buoy. It is found that,
because the outer buoy has a larger bottom area in our experimental
model, the hydrodynamic forces on the outer buoy are greater than
those of the inner buoy within the entire frequency range except for
the peak frequency. Also, the added mass and radiation damping
coefficients have similar features to those of Fig. 5. The resonant
peaks occur at a slightly higher frequency than the piston-mode
natural frequency (5.04 rad/s). In the case where the inner buoy
has a shorter draft, the resonant frequency is 5.4 rad/s, whereas for
inner buoys with longer drafts, the resonant frequency is 5.15 rad/s.
Depending on the inner buoy’s draft, the resonant frequency shows
a small degree of variation.

The vertical wave exciting forces on each buoy are shown in
Fig. 8. As in the curve of added mass and radiation damping,
wave-exciting forces reach their peak near the piston-mode resonant
frequency. It is found that the hydrodynamic forces and wave-
exciting forces of an inner buoy with a longer draft (d1 = 0040 m)
experience a drastic decrease, whereas the hydrodynamic forces
and wave-exciting forces of an outer buoy maintain a consistent
value regardless of the inner buoy’s draft. From these results,
we can infer that the incident waves and the radiated waves by
heaving dual buoys can produce the resonance in the interior fluid
region. Moreover, cases in which the inner buoy’s draft is shorter
than that of the outer buoy are expected to experience even more
hydrodynamic forces and wave-exciting forces.
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Fig. 7 Radiation damping coefficients of inner and outer buoys for
different drafts of inner buoy

Figure 9 shows the heave RAO 4��i� /A1 i = 1125 of the inner and
outer buoys as a function of wave frequencies for the two different
drafts (d1 = 002910040 m) of the inner buoy. Positive correlation
can be observed between the analytical solutions and measured data
within an experimental range of wave frequencies. Note here that if
the inner buoy’s draft is longer (d1 = 0040 m), the heave motion of
the inner buoy is largely increased due to the resonance occurred
at its heave natural frequency (4.81 rad/s), whereas if the inner
buoy’s draft is shorter (d1 = 0029 m), its heave motion is amplified
near the piston-mode natural frequency (5.04 rad/s). This indicates
that when the inner buoy has a shorter draft, its heave motion is
influenced dominantly by the interior fluid’s oscillation. Both the
experimental results and the theoretical predictions show that the
heave motion response of the inner buoy is greatly amplified at the
piston-mode resonant frequency. In addition, the outer buoy’s heave
RAO also shows consistency between the experimental results
and theoretical predictions, and the peak value is observed at its
heave natural frequency (5.01 rad/s) for d1 = 0040 m. However,
the resonant frequency moves to a low frequency region when
d1 = 0029 m. The maximum heave RAO of the outer buoy is
approximately 4.0, which is considerably small compared to that
of the inner buoy (8.0). The reason for this difference could be
attributed to large viscous damping such as the vortex shedding
effect that occurs at the bottom of the outer buoy.

Figure 10 shows the relative heave RAO 4��2 − �1� /A5, which is
the most crucial parameter in determining the efficiency of the

Fig. 8 Wave exciting forces on inner and outer buoys for different
drafts of inner buoy

dual-buoy WEC suggested in the present study. In the experiment,
it was estimated to be 400∼500 at resonant frequency based on
measured data. In the theoretical prediction, the relative heave RAO
was calculated to be significantly larger when the inner buoy’s draft
was longer. It is speculated that a mismatch of peak frequencies
between the inner and outer buoys exists in the case of d1 = 0040 m,
and as a result, high relative heave RAO within a wider range of
wave frequencies is obtained. The quantitative difference between
the analytical solutions and measured data is attributed to additional
damping that cannot be theoretically considered, e.g., the frictional
damping from a collision between the two buoys, or the 3D waves
reflected from side walls of the 2D wave basin.

CONCLUSIONS

The radiation problem of a dual-buoy WEC was solved in
the context of the three-dimensional linear potential theory. The
radiation potentials by the heaving motion of a dual-body were
obtained through MEEM. The analytical solutions were then
compared with a series of experiments conducted at a 2D wave
tank, and the two had a reasonable agreement.

It is found that the negative added mass, as well as the sharp
peaks in the damping coefficient and wave-exciting force, occurred
at the piston-mode natural frequency. These are characteristics of a
hollow cylinder with an interior fluid region capable of generating
local hydrodynamic resonance. The findings from the present study
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Fig. 9 Comparison of heave RAO of inner and outer buoys between
the analytical solutions (lines) and experimental results (symbols)
as a function of wave frequency

show that these resonance characteristics are an essential factor that
needs to be considered in order to design an efficient dual-buoy
WEC.

Fig. 10 Comparison of relative heave RAO between the analytical
solutions (lines) and experimental results (symbols) as a function
of wave frequency

Using the developed predictive tool, the heave motion responses
of the dual-buoy WEC were tested with the draft change of the
inner buoy. The results suggest that the heave RAO curve of the
inner buoy seems to differ, depending on the draft of the inner
buoy. The inner buoy with a shorter draft resonates near the piston-
mode resonant frequency, whereas with the longer draft, the inner
buoy reaches the peak at its heave natural frequency. The present
study’s focus in determining the productivity of a dual-buoy WEC
is on the relative heave motion. As seen from the experimental
and analytical results, implicit multiple resonance in the WEC
system can greatly increase the relative heave motion, and these
findings will be a significant contribution to the enhancement of
wave energy extraction efficiency.
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